Addressing carrier extraction from optically-optimized nanopillar arrays for thin-film photovoltaics.
Decorating the top surface of silicon solar cells with nanopillar arrays of subwavelength periodicity is a promising path toward low-cost thin-film photovoltaics with enhanced solar radiation absorption due to the inherent light trapping capabilities of nanopillar arrays. Common practice and knowledge for the efficient carrier extraction from the excited nanopillars is the formation of ultra-shallow radial p-n junctions that provide both short carrier collection lengths, and also ensure that the volume of the photo inactive emitter is as small as possible. In the current manuscript, both finite-difference time-domain simulations and three-dimensional device simulations are used to examine carrier extraction from nanopillar arrays that are geometrically optimized in terms of array periodicity and nanopillar diameter to provide maximum absorption of the solar spectrum. The discussion is limited to nanopillars with heights of 2 μm in line with what is currently available with leading top-down fabrication technologies for the formation of nanopillars with smooth sidewalls and radial uniformity. The examination considers both radial and axial homojunctions for various junction depths. It is shown that, contrary to common practice and knowledge, the ultra-shallow junctions are detrimental to the photovoltaic performance of such systems while the radial configuration with a junction depth of ∼50 nm is the most efficient. Furthermore, the open circuit voltage is highest for axial junctions with a junction depth of 100 nm. Also, it is shown that the axial junction is preferable in the low dopant concentration regime and that overall, the axial junction is less sensitive to variations in junction depth.